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These ducks are visiting Maker
Space from TOG in Dublin, a
maker/hacker organisation much
like Maker Space. They are
watching Duck TV, featuring
photographs from Duck365, a
project where a plastic duck was
photographed every day for two
years. The reason why this
happened is still a mystery.
www.agm.me.uk/duck365/
www.tog.ie
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highlights
Saturday 14th September
An Afternoon With Ralph Hedley

Courtesy the artist

FIGURE ONE

Join art historian John Millard and experts from Tyne & Wear
Archives to discover more about the work of 19th century artist
Ralph Hedley, who is best known for painting scenes of everyday
life in the North East. Handle rare items relating to the artist from
the Archives such as his sketchbooks and documents.
Shipley Art Gallery, Prince Consort Road, Gateshead
www.twmuseums.org.uk/shipley-art-gallery

BALTIC’s little sister hosts a series of
experimental art exhibitions with a twist.
David McDonald checks them out

MAKER SPACE

Maker Space is a hub for the North East’s creative types and tech wizards, nestled away
in the bustling heart of Newcastle city centre. Peter Cumiskey finds out more

Initiated by Alistair MacDonald and Dr Brian Degger, the
‘hackspace’ began life in a small room at the rear of Ouseburn’s
Star & Shadow Cinema. “Maker Space One, as we’ve come to call
it, it was small. At most we could fit sixteen people in,” Alistair
remembers.
“Once we opened the space we attracted a group of interested,
enthusiastic people,” says Brian. “That was essential in moving the
space forward”.

In Newcastle we have this amazing
industrial history, we have a long
history of ‘geeks’
Hackspaces are a global phenomenon; places for communal
meet-ups between like-minded people, usually with a common
interest in computers or digital art.
Brian says he found it curious that such an organisation did not
exist already in the North East: “In Newcastle we have this
amazing industrial history, we have a long history of ‘geeks’
basically – Armstrong, Swan, Stephenson – also we have amazing
historic institutions devoted to geekery. There’s the Mining
Institute, the Lit and Phil Society, Discovery Museum, and the
Great North Museum. More recently we have Life, Culture Lab
and there’s the upcoming development Science City.”
The duo were inspired by Maker Faire, an annual event held at the
Centre for Life which celebrates Do-It-Yourself scientific projects,
and hackerspaces such as London Hackspace, and San Francisco’s
Noisebridge. “We’d been to a lot of Hackathons where coders get
together to make cool mash ups over 24 hours using sponsoring
companies’ services,” Brian explains. “And we thought that since
Newcastle has Maker Faire already we should get an actual
community happening.”
For many attendees, Maker Space is not merely an opportunity to
get on with solo projects, but also learn from the experiences of
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others. “A lot of these people can just do it at home,” Brian says,
“but everybody generally comes up against a brick wall when
doing technical stuff. Generally there’ll always be someone here, or
somebody who knows somebody else, who can help out.”
Amenities include a 3D printer (the Maker Bot), a wall of
reclaimed electronics and motors, access to computers and other
electronics, not to mention tea making facilities.
The new rooms, diagonally across from the City Library, are leased
out by the New Bridge Project, whose goal it is to breathe new life
into the city’s empty office spaces. First and foremost amongst its
advantages is that it offers around five times as much space as the
former premises.
In a way this provides a creative quandary, as Alistair explains:
“Because of our origins in terms of the space we had we haven’t got
as much variety as we would like. We’ve had a lot of people
working on micro-electronics and things like that and not as many
working on larger, more arty things.”
Brian points out for example that the large work desks would be
ideal for cutting fabrics or dress making. Alistair says: “Now we
have that space, we are really making it our responsibility to reach
out to people less like ourselves in many ways.”
Maker Space offers a busy programme of nights designed to suit
makers across the board (Maker Monday, 3D Thursday etc.).
Those interested are encouraged to drop in to Welcome
Wednesday, a weekly event for new and existing members held
from 6pm. “It’s quite hard to explain what we’re about,” understates
Alistair. “The best way sometimes is to just say ‘Come along’.”
Maker Space then is not an exclusive club for people working on
high-tech projects, but a space for anybody looking for inspiration
or a good old natter about technology.
Newcastle...prepare to get your geek on.
Maker Space is located at 18 New Bridge Street West, Newcastle.
You can find Maker Space at E-day at Gateshead Library as part of
the British Science Festival on Saturday 7th September.
www.makerspace.org.uk

After ten years, hundreds of shows and one hugely successful
Turner Prize, BALTIC Centre For Contemporary Art In Gateshead
has deservedly earned its reputation as one of the UK’s leading lights
in the art world, and is going from strength to strength. So much so in
fact that a little over a year ago BALTIC to a bold step and teamed up
with Northumbria University and Newcastle City Council to launch
BALTIC 39, a innovative new space on High Bridge in Newcastle
which combines artist studios with a brand new project exhibition
space – a little sister for the big mill, if you will – to allow artists and
curators to explore new ideas in a supportive but very much
experimental space.
It too has grown quietly but assuredly over the past year, with each
show more exciting than the last. But the building has been rather
quiet over the summer, allowing a chance for a bit of a facelift. Now
fully refreshed and ready for the next stage, BALTIC 39 opens up its
exhibition space once again from Wednesday 4th September for
arguably its boldest and most experimental show yet; Figure One.
After a summer long selection process 16 selected artists will be
putting together 11 unique exhibitions over just five weeks.
Each show will have just a one day turnover either side of the
exhibitions, meaning everything will be fast paced, mistakes will
happen, construction work may overrun but this time it’ll all have to
be incorporated into the art and the viewer experience, these ain’t
your regular ‘paintings on a wall, sculpture on a plinth’ kind of
shows, and there’s plenty of opportunities for visitors to be directly
involved in some of the exhibitions.
ARKA Group will be presenting Rapid Eye Movement (Paradoxical
Sleep), an installation which invites visitors to sleep and dream
during their visit, and submit accounts of these dreams to form part
of the work. In the final week Paul Becker, Nadia Hebson and Tess
Denman-Cleaver will present The Walser Cycle and invite visitors to
collaborate with them in developing performances of three short
plays by modernist writer Robert Walser.
Other artists such as Graeme Durant and Andrea Jespersen will be
presenting installations and sculptures which will be constantly
changing; developed and dismantled over the course of the show and
Ben Sansbury’s work promises visitors a rare chance to experience
zero gravity.
Alongside the other artists; Ella Finer, Andrew Lacon, Andro Smeiko,
Eleanor Wright and Sam Watson, Kate Liston and Dan Wilde, and
Darren Banks, who will all be offering their own unique series of
videos, sound pieces, drawings, talks, sculpture and more, Figure One
promises to be an absolute blast from start to finish, and a wonderful
way to explore some experimental new ideas from a group of exciting
new artists.
Best of all, this very magazine will be printing a series of reviews of
each exhibition in future issues, taking a snapshot of art as it happens.
The Figure One exhibitions will be held at BALTIC 39, High
Bridge, Newcastle from Wednesday 4th September until Sunday
6th October.
www.balticmill.com/39

Thursday 19th September until Saturday 26th
October
Narbi Price: Shan’t Quit
Narbi Price presents a series of paintings and lithographic prints
of the locations of the ‘Jack The Ripper’ murders of 1888, based
on photographs of the sites as they are today. Price invites
rumination upon the contrast between the histories of any given
site and the mundanity of the experience of it – an effect
heightened by the mediation of the painting process.
Vane, First Floor, Commercial Union House, Pilgrim Street,
Newcastle
www.vane.org.uk

From Saturday 21st September
Maker Events
Calling all coders, crafters and hackers. The Centre for Life is
joining forces with Sjoanda Creative for a series of hands-on
sessions designed for anyone with an interest in making cool
stuff, from sussing Arduino programming in a day, making your
own digital musical instrument or programming your mobile.
Running every Saturday until 26th October.
Centre for Life, Times Square, Newcastle
www.life.org.uk

Saturday 21st September until Sunday 15th December
Realtimelapse
Realtimelapse by artists John and Karen Topping, is inspired by
Pasmore’s Apollo Pavilion, an iconic example of 1960s public art
in Peterlee, County Durham. The piece presents two animations of
a virtual sun, one set on the winter solstice (21st December) and
played in real time, giving it the appearance of a still image. The
other is set on the summer solstice (21st June) and is speeded up
in timelapse fashion, a period of 24 hours flashing before the
viewer in a matter of minutes.
Hatton Gallery, Claremont Road, Newcastle
www.twmuseums.org.uk/hatton-gallery

Friday 27th September until Thursday 23rd January
Claes Oldenburg: Bottle Of Notes 20 Years On
2013 marks the 20th anniversary of Middlesbrough’s iconic
sculpture Bottle Of Notes. In 1993 Claes Oldenburg and Coosje
van Bruggen were invited to make their first UK public sculpture.
Middlesbrough was chosen as the location, with the artists
drawing inspiration from the history of exploration in the area
through the voyages of Captain Cook. This unique public work of
art has become part of the lives of local residents.
mima, Centre Square, Middlesbrough
www.visitmima.co.uk
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